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ABSTRACT 
This paper generalizedizes a class of generalizedized mixed variational inequality problem, and we study the gap functions, 
error bounds of solutions and related algorithms of a class of set-valued mixed variational inequalities. In order tosolve our 
problem, we establish the corresponding generalized resolvent equations and prove the equivalence. Finally, we give three 
iterative algorithms and analyze the convergence of algorithms. 
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INTRODUCTION  
LetH be a real Hilbert space, whose inner product and norm are denoted by .,.  and .  respectively.Let S be a non- 
empty closed convex set in H and : ( )T H C H be a multivalued operator, where ( )C H is the nonempty compact set 
inH , :g H H is a  
single-valued operator. Let  be the subdifferential of a proper, convex and lower 
semicontinuous function : { }H R     with dom    . 
We consider the problem of finding , ( )u H w T u  such that 
0))(()()(,  ugvugvw  , for all v H .                                                            （1.1） 
The problem (1.1) is called the generalizedized set-valued mixed variational inequality problem, the problem (1.1) is 
denoted by ( , , )GSMVIP T g  . 
The problem (1.1) contains several typical variational inequality problems. 
（1）If T ：H  H is a single-valued mapping,the problem (1.1) is equivalent to finding u H  such that  
( ), ( ) ( ) ( ( )) 0T u v g u v g u       ，for all v H .                                                                    （1.2） 
The problem（1.2）is known as the generalizedized mixed variational inequality problem. 
Hence, our work generalizedizes the problem (1.2). 
（2）If g  is a identity mapping, the problem（1.1）is equivalent to finding , ( )u S w T u   such that  
0)()(,  uvuvw  ,for all v S .                                                                      （1.3） 
The problem（1.3）is called set-valued mixed variational inequality problem. 











the problem（1.1）is equivalent to finding , ( )u S w T u  such that  
0))(()(,  ugugvw  ,for all v S .                     
（4）If   is the indicator function of S  and g  is a identity mapping，the problem（1.1）is equivalent to finding 
, ( )u S w T u  such that 
                                  0,  uvw ,for all v S .                                                                    （1.4） 
（5）If T ：H  H is a single-valued mapping ，  is the indicator function of S  and g  is a identity mapping，
the problem（1.1）is equivalent to finding u S  such that 
                                    SvuvuT  ,0),(                                                                    （1.5） 
The problem（1.5 is the typical variational inequality problem of ( , )VIP T S . 
 In order to solve the the problem of ( , )VIP T S , in the reference of[6], Wu Florian、  and Marcotte  define a gap 
function :G H R   such that 
( ) max ( , ) max{ ( ), ( , )}
v S v S
G u u v T u u v u v  
 
      ， 
Where, 0  ,the function :H H R    satisfies the following conditions: 
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.1C    is continuously differentiable on H H ； 
.2C    is nonnegative on H H ； 
.3C  ( ,.)u  is strongly convex uniformly on H .i.e. there exists a constant 0   such that 
2
1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ) ( , ), , ,u v u v u v v v v v v v H           , 
for any u H .  
.4C  ( , ) 0u v   if and only if u v ； 
Wu  proved that the function G  is equivalent to the optimization of ( , )VIP T S  ,and ( ) 0G u  ，u S  if and only if 
u  is the solution of ( , )VIP T S . 
In order to solve the problem (1.1), this paper will construct the gap function and D gap function of 
( , , )GSMVIP T g   by using the function   which satisfies .1 .5C C , and we will study the properties of gap 
functions and give the error bounds of the problem (1.1) 
One of the most difficult and important problem in variational inequality theory is the development of finding efficient 
algorithm. There are a lot of algorithms including the projection technique, principle technique, Newton and descent 
framework and so on. 
In the reference [17], Noor considers the following problem: 
 Let H  be a real Hilbert space, whose inner product and norm are denoted by .,.  and . respectively. 
, , :T A g H H are nonlinear operators. Let  be the subdifferential of a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous 
function : { }H R     with dom    , ( ) ( )g H dom     . 
 Consider the problem of finding u H  such that  
0))(()()(),()(  ugvugvuAuT   for all v H .                                              （1.6）     
In order to solve this variational inequality problem, Noor introduces resolvent operator and constructs the resolvent 
equatons. 
For given nonlinear operators , , :T A g H H ，consider the problem of finding u H such that 
                                     
1 1 1( )Tg J z R z A g J z  
     .                                            （1.7） 
Where R I J   ， I  is identity operator，
1( )J I  
   is resolvent operator, 0   is a constant and 1g   
is the inverse of  the operator g . 
（1.7） is called the generalized resolvent equations of （1.6）.It has been shown in [17] that (1.6)and（1.7）are 
equivalent and Noor gived the algorithms of solving the problem（1.6）. 
In order to solve the problem (1.1), we will also use the resolvent operator and construct the generalized resolvent 
equatons of the problem (1.1). 
2.Definitions and assumptions 
Definition 2.1 The set-valued mapping : ( )T H C H  is said to be g  strongly monotone with module , if there 
exists a constant 0   such that  
2
1 2 1 2 1 2, ( ) ( )v v g u g u u u     ，for all 1 2,u u H ， 1 1( )v T u , 2 2( )v T u . 
Definition 2.2 [1] The set-valued mapping : 2HT K H   is said to be Lipschitz  continuous with module L  on the 
subset U  of the set K , if there exists a constant 0L   such that 
1 2 1 2( ( ), ( ))H T u T u L u u  ， 1 2,u u U   
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where (.,.)H  is theHausdorff metric on ( )C H . i.e. 
2 1
1 2
1 2 1 2
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ( ), ( )) max{ sup inf , sup inf }, ,
y T u x T ux T u y T u
H T u T u x y x y u u U
  
      
Definition 2.3 [1] The mapping :g H H  is said to be Lipschitz  continuous with module t  onH ，if there exists a 
constant 0t   such that 
1 2 1 2 1 2( ) ( ) , ,g u g u t u u u u H      
Definition 2.4 [1] The function :f H R  is said to be strongly convex uniformly, if there exists a constant 0d  such 
that 
2
1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( ), , , .f v f v f v v v d v v v v H         
Remark 2.1 If the function f  is strongly convex uniformly on the convex set S H , then f  has a unique minimizer 
on the convex set S . 
Lemma 2.1 [7] If the function   satisfies .1 .4C C . Then 2( , ) 0u v  if and only if u v . 
Lemma 2.2 [14] If the function   satisfies .3C ，then we have 1 2,v v H  
2
2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ), 2u v u v v v v v        for all 1 2,v v H . 
Sometimes the function   need to satisfy the following condition: 
.5C  2 ( ,.)u  is Lipschitz  continuous uniformly. i.e. there exists a constant 0k   such that for any u H  we have 
2 1 2 2 1 2( , ) ( , )u v u v k v v     ，for all 1 2,v v H . 
Lemma 2.3 [8] If the function   satisfies .1 .5C C ，then we have 
2 2
( , ) ( )u v u v k u v       ，for any ,u v H . 
Definition 2.5 [15] If T  is a maximal monotone operator from H into  2H ，then the resolvent operator associated with 
T  is difined by 1( ) ( ) ( )TJ u I T u
  ，for all u H . Where 0  is a constant and I  is the identity operator.  15  
Lemma 2.4 For a given u H ， z H  satisfies the inequality ( , ) ( ) ( ) 0u z v u v u       for allv H , 
if and only if  
( )u J z , 
where 
1( )J I  
   is the resolvent operator and 0   is a constant， I is the identity operator. 
Definition 2.6 [16] J is a nonexpansive operator，that is, 
( ) ( )J v J u v u     for all u H ，v H . 
Definition 2.7 [16] The operator : ( )T H C H  is said to be 
（1） strongly monotone, if there exists a constant 0   such that  
2
1 2 1 2 1 2,w w u u u u     ，for all 1 2,u u H ， 1 1 2 2( ), ( )w T u w T u  . 
（2）H Lipschitz   continuous，if there exists a constant 0   such that 
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1 2 1 2( ( ), ( ))H T u T u u u  ，for all 1 2,u u H , 
where (.,.)H  is theHausdorff metric on ( )C H . 
Definition 2.8 The operator : ( )T H C H is said to be g  strongly monotone，if there exists a constant 0   
such that 
2
1 2 1 2 1 2, ( ) ( )w w g u g u u u     ， 1 2,u u H  , 1 1 2 2( ), ( )w T u w T u   
Definition 2.9 [17] The mapping :g H H  is said to be  
（i） Lipschitz   continuous，if there exists a constant 0   such that  
( ) ( )g u g v u v   ，for all ,u v H . 
（ii）  strongly monotone，if there exists a constant 0   such that 
        
2
( ) ( ),g u g v u v u v     ，for all ,u v H . 
3 The gap function and error bounds of ( , , )GSMVIP T g   
We construct the gap function as follows:  
   
( )
( )
( ) inf sup ( , , )




w T u v H
u
w T u v H
G u w u v






      
   
        for all u H . 
Where 0  is a constant，for given u H ，any uw is choosed from the set ( )T u ，the function   is given as 
follows: 
( , , ) , ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( ), )u uw u v w g u v g u v g u v          
Lemma 3.1 If the function ( ,.)u  is uniformly convex，for given   ( )uw T u ，then ( , ,.)uw u  is uniformly 
convex on H . 
Proof : 
Since ( ,.)u  is uniformly convex，so，for any u H ，there exists 0  such that 
2
1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2( ( ), ) ( ( ), ) ( ( ), ), , ,g u v g u v g u v v v v v v v H           . 
Let 
( ) ( , , ) , ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ), )u uF v w u v w v g u v g u g u v           . 
We have 
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1 2 1 1 1
2 2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2
( ) ( ) , ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ), )
                          , ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ), )
                      , ( ) ( ) { ( ( ), ) ( ( ), )}




F v F v w v g u v g u g u v
w v g u v g u g u v
w v v v v g u v g u v
  
  
    
      
      
      
2
1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2
2
2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
2
2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
       , ( ) ( ) { ( ( ), ), }
                      ( ( ), ), ( ) ( )
                      ( ( ), ), ,




w v v v v g u v v v v v
w g u v v v v v v v
w g u v v v x v v v v
    
    
  
           
        
          
2
2 2 1 2 1 2
2
2 1 2 1 2
                  ( ( ), ),        
                      ( ),
uw x g u v v v v v
F v v v v v
  

       
     
 
Where 0   and 2( )x v . Hence , ( , ,.)uw u  is uniformly convex on H . 
By Lemma 2.4 ， ( , ,.)uw u  is uniformly convex on H . Hence ， for given u H  and ( )uw T u ，
( , ,.)uw u has a unique minimizer ( , )uv u w . 
For given u H ，while *uw w ,
*( , )v v u w ，the function G  get the function value，then ( )G u  can be 
denoted as follows: 
* * * *( ) , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))  (3.1)G u w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w           where 
*( , )v u w  is the minimizer of 
*( , ,.)w u on H  after givn u H  and while 
*
uw w . 
Remark 3.1  Ifthere is not other explanations, throughout this paper, 
*w  and *( , )v u w  denote the above meaning. 
Lemma 3.2 If the function   satisfies .1 .4C C .Then u H  and ( )uw T u  is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g   
if and only if ( ) ( , )ug u v u w  for any constant 0  . 
Proof : 
( ) :For any u H ， ( )uw T u .Suppose that ( , )uv u w  is the minimizer of ( , ,.)uw u  on H . We have 
20 ( ( , , ( , ))) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))u u u u uw u v u w w v u w g u v u w            . 
Hence 
2 ( ( ), ( , )) ( ( , ))u u uw g u v u w v u w       . 
By the definition of subgradient, we have 
2( ) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , )), ( , )u u u uv v u w w g u v u w v v u w                       
for any v H . 
By above inequality, we have 
2, ( , ) ( ) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , )), ( , )  (3.2)u u u u uw v v u w v v u w g u v u w v v u w                  for 
anyv H . 
If ( ) ( , )ug u v u w ，by（3.2）and Lemma 2.1, we have 
, ( ) ( ) ( ( )) 0,uw v g u v g u v H         . 
Hence， , ( )uu H w T u   is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  . 
( ) :Suppose that , ( )uu H w T u   is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  , we have 
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, ( ) ( ) ( ( )) 0,uw v g u v g u v H         . 
Set ( , )uv v u w , we have  
, ( , ) ( ) ( ( , )) ( ( )) 0,  .                            (3.3)u u uw v u w g u v u w g u v H           
Since ( )g u H ，let ( )v g u , by（3.2）, we have 
2, ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , ) . (3.4)u u u u uw g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w                
By（3.3） and （3.4）, we have 
2 ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , ) 0u ug u v u w g u v u w      . 
Since 0  ，so 
2 ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , ) 0u ug u v u w g u v u w    . 
Since 
2
( ) ( , ) 0ug u v u w   . 
Hence  
2
2 ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) 0u u ug u v u w g u v u w g u v u w         . 
Hence，by .2C ， .4C  and the strongly convex of ( ,.)u , we have 
2
20 ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )




g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w










  ( ( ), ( , ) 0ug u v u w  . 
Hence，by .4C , we have 
( ) ( , )ug u v u w  
Theorem 3.1 If the function  satisfies .1 .5C C ，and , ( )u H w T u
  
   is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  ，
T is g  strongly monotone with module onH , 0  ， ,T g  are Lipschitz  continuous onH with respective 
module , 0L t  . Then for any u H ，there exists ( )uw T u  such that 
( ( ), ( ))uw w H T u T u
 
   
and，while ( ( ), ( ))uw w H T u T u
 
  ，we have  
 ( ) ( , )u
L kt




   ， u H  ， 0   
( )
( ) ( , )u u
L L kt




   ， u H  ， 0   
Proof : 
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Suppose that , ( )u H w T u
  
   is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  ，then for any u H , by the difinition of 
Hausdorff  metric ，there exists ( )uw T u  such that 
                                                              ( ( ), ( ))uw w H T u T u
 
  .                                                       （3.5） 
If , ( )u H w T u
  
   is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  , then we have 
            , ( ) ( ) ( ( )) 0w v g u v g u 
  
      , v H  .                                                                             （3.6）   
For any u H ， ( )uw T u ，set ( , )uv v u w H  ，by（3.6）, we have 
                 , ( , ) ( ) ( ( , )) ( ( )) 0u uw v u w g u v u w g u  
  
      ， u H  , ( )uw T u  .                  （3.7） 
Set ( )v g u

 , by（3.2）, we have 
2, ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , ) .
                                                                                                    
u u u u uw g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w      
  
             (3.8) 
By（3.7）and （3.8）, we have 
                          2, ( , ) ( ) ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , )  u u u uw w v u w g u g u v u w g u v u w   
  
                 (3.9) 





           ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , )
          ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( )
             ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , )
         ( ( ), ( , )) ( ( ), ( )), ( ) ( )





g u v u w g u v u w
g u v u w g u g u
g u v u w g u v u w












   
    
    





         ( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , )
         ( ( ), ( , )) ( ( ), ( )) ( ) ( )
            2 ( ) ( , )






g u g u g u v u w g u v u w
g u v u w g u g u g u g u
g u v u w











     
   
 
    
2
        ( ) ( , ) 2 ( ) ( , )   
          ( ) ( , ) .                                      
u u
u
kt u u g u v u w g u v u w







    
  
                    (3.10) 
By（3.9）and（3.10）, we have 
, ( , ) ( )  ( ) ( , ) . u u uw w v u w g u kt u u g u v u w 
  
                                                         （3.11）  
Since T  is Lipschitz  continuous onH ，we have 
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                                                       ( ( ), ( ))H T u T u L u u
 
   .                                                      （3.12） 
By（3.5） and （3.12）, we have 
                                                          
uw w L u u
 
    .                                                                （3.13） 
By（3.11）、（3.13）and T is g  strongly monotone with module  on H , we have 
2
, ( ) ( )
              , ( ) ( , ) , ( , ) ( )
              ( ) ( , ) , ( , ) ( )
               ( ) ( , )  ( ) ( , )
    
u
u u u u
u u u u
u u
u u w w g u g u
w w g u v u w w w v u w g u
w w g u v u w w w v u w g u










    
        
       
     
          ( )  ( ) ( , )uL kt u u g u v u w

   
 
i.e. 
                                ( ) ( , )u
L kt




   ， u H  ， 0  .                                    （3.14） 
By（3.13）and（3.14），we have 
( )
( ) ( , )u u
L L kt




   ， u H  ， 0  . 
Lemma 3.3 If the function  satisfy .1 .4C C ,for any , 0u H   , while * ( )uw w T u  ，we have 
2
*( ) ( ) ( , ) 0G u g u v u w    . 
If ( ) 0G u  ，if and only if 
*, ( )u H w T u   is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  . 
Proof : 
      For any , ( ), 0uu H w T u    ，set ( )v g u ，by（3.2），we have    
 2 3.15, ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , ) .u u u u uw g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
While 
* ( )uw w T u  ，by（3.1）and （3.15），we have 





( ) , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))
         ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , ) ( ( ), ( , ))
         { ( ( ), ( , )), ( ) ( , ) ( ( ), ( , ))}
        
G u w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w






     
      





 { ( ( ), ( )) ( ) ( , ) }
         ( ) ( , ) .
g u g u g u v u w
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Since 0  ， 0  , we have 
0  . 
Hence 
2
*( ) ( ) ( , ) 0G u g u v u w    . 
Next we will prove the last part of Lemma 3.3. 
( ) ：If ( ) 0G u  ，we have 
*( ) ( , )g u v u w . By Lemma 3.2, we have 
*, ( )u H w T u  is the solution of 
( , , )GSMVIP T g  . 
( ) ：If *, ( )u H w T u   is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  ，by Lemma 3.2, we have  
                           
*( ) ( , )g u v u w .                    （3.16） 
By（3.1）and （3.16）, we have 
* * * *( ) , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , )) 0G u w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w            . 
Theorem 3.2 If the function  satisfies .1 .5C C , , ( )u H w T u
  
   is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  , T is 
g  strongly monotone with module on H , 0  ， ,T g  are Lipschitz  continuous on H with respective module 
, 0L t  . Then for any u H ，there exists ( )uw T u  such that 
 
( ( ), ( ))uw w H T u T u
 
   
especially，while ( ( ), ( ))uw w H T u T u
 
   and *uw w , we have 
 ( )
L kt












  ， u H  ， 0   
Proof : 
By theorem 3.1, for any u H ，there exists ( )uw T u  such that  
( ( ), ( ))uw w H T u T u
 
  . 
While ( ( ), ( ))uw w H T u T u
 
  ，we have 
               ( ) ( , )u
L kt




   ， u H  ， 0  ,                                         （3.17） 
             
( )
( ) ( , )u u
L L kt




   ， u H  ， 0  .                                  （3.18） 
While 
*
uw w ，by（3.17） and （3.18）, we have  
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* ( ) ( , )
L kt




   ， u H  ， 0  ,                                （3.19） 
           
* *( ) ( ) ( , )u
L L kt




     ， u H  ， 0  .                      （3.20） 
By lemma 3.3, for any , 0u H   , while * ( )uw w T u  , we have 
                                                
2
*( ) ( ) ( , )G u g u v u w                                                              （3.21） 
By（3.19）and （3.21）, we have 
 ( )
L kt




  ， u H  ， 0  . 








  ， u H  ， 0  . 
Theorem 3.3 If the function satisfies .1 .5C C , , ( )u H w T u
  
  is the solution 
of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  ,T is g  strongly monotone with module onH , 0  ， g  is Lipschitz  continuous 
























For given u H ，choose ( )uw T u . Suppose that , ( )u H w T u
  
  is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  , we 
have 
, ( ) ( ) ( ( )) 0,w v g u v g u v H 
  
        . 
Set ( )v g u ，we have  
                                                   , ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( )) 0w g u g u g u g u 
  
                                          （3.22） 
( )
( )
* * * *
*
( ) inf sup ( , , )
         inf sup{ , ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( ), )}
         , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))




w T u v H
u
w T u v H
G u w u v
w g u v g u v g u v
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w











      
     





)) ( ( ), ( ))                     
         , ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ), ( ))
         { ( ( ), ( ))} { , ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))}.
g u g u
w g u g u u u g u g u g u g u
u u g u g u w g u g u g u g u

   
   
 
    
    

       
        
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By（3.22）and（3.23），we have 
                                                
2
( ) ( ( ), ( ))G u u u g u g u  
 
   .                                      （3.24） 
By lemma 2.2，if the function   satisfies .3C and .5C ，we have 
2 2
1 2 1 22 v v k v v    , 
i.e. 
2 k  . 
Hence  
0k   . 
By lemma 2.3, we have  
                       
2 2
( ) ( ) ( ( ), ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )g u g u g u g u k g u g u  
  
     .                       （3.25） 
By（3.25），we have 






( ( ), ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )
                         ( ) .      
g u g u k g u g u










2( ) [ ( ) ]G u k t u u   


























4.TheDgap function and error bounds of ( , , )GSMVIP T g   
We define theD gap function of ( , , )GSMVIP T g   as follows： 
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
          inf sup ( , , ) inf sup ( , , )
          inf sup{ , ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( ), )}





w T u w T uv H v H
u
w T u v H
u
w T u v H
D u G u G u
w u v w u v
w g u v g u v g u v










      
      ) ( ( ), )}g u v
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* * * *
* * * *
* * * *
          , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))
             , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))
          , ( ) ( , ) , ( ) ( , ) (
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
w g u v u w w g u v u w
      
      




     
      
        * *
* *
( , )) ( ( , ))
            ( ( ), ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))
v u w v u w
g u v u w g u v u w
   






where   ，for given u H ，while *uw w , ( )G u  gains the function value, and while
*
uw w , ( )G u  
gains the function value . 
*( , )v u w   denotes the minimizer of
*( , ,.)w u  ,
*( , )v u w   denotes the minimizer of 
*( , ,.)w u   on H . 
Lemma 4.1 If the function   satisfies .3C ，for any u H ，we have 
* *( ) ( ( ), ( , )) ( ) ( ) ( ( ), ( , ))g u v u w D u g u v u w              
Proof : 
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
           inf sup ( , , ) inf sup ( , , )
           inf sup{ , ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( ), )}





w T u w T uv H v H
u
w T u v H
u
w T u v H
D u G u G u
w u v w u v
w g u v g u v g u v










      
     
* * * *
* * * *
* *
( ) ( ( ), )}
           , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))
             { , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))}
           , ( ) ( , ) ( (
v g u v
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
w g u v u w g
      







     
      
    * *
* * * *
* * * *
)) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))
             { , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))}
           , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))
             {
u v u w g u v u w
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
w
   
      





      
     
  * * * *
*
, ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))}
           ( ) ( ( ), ( , ))
g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
g u v u w




    
 
( ) ( )
( )
( )
  ( ) ( ) ( )
             inf sup ( , , ) inf sup ( , , )
             inf sup{ , ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( ), )}





w T u w T uv H v H
u
w T u v H
u
w T u v H
D u G u G u
w u v w u v
w g u v g u v g u v









      
    
* * * *
* * * *
*
( ( )) ( ) ( ( ), )}
             , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))
                { , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))}
             , ( )
g u v g u v
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
w g u
      






     
      
 * * *
* * * *
* * *
( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))
                { , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))}
             , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( ,
v u w g u v u w g u v u w
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
     
      




    
      
      *
* * * *
*
))
                { , ( ) ( , ) ( ( )) ( ( , )) ( ( ), ( , ))}
             ( ) ( ( ), ( , ))
w g u v u w g u v u w g u v u w
g u v u w

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Theorem 4.1 If the function   satisfies .1 .4C C . Then the function D  is nonnegative onH . If 
* * *w w w   ，
then ( ) 0D u  if and only if 
*, ( )u H w T u  is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  . 
Proof : 
By lemma 4.1、 .2C  and   ，we have 
*( ) ( ) ( ( ), ( , )) 0D u g u v u w       . 
Hence，the function D  is nonnegative on H . 
Next we will prove the last part of theorem 4.1. 
( ) ：If *, ( )u H w T u  is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  ，by lemma 3.2, we have 
                                                       
*( ) ( , )g u v u w  .                                                                      （4.1） 
If 
* *w w  , by （4.1）, we have 
                       
*( ) ( , )g u v u w  . 
By .4C , we have 
                                                
*( ( ), ( , )) 0g u v u w                                                              （4.2） 
By lemma 4.1, we have 
                                          
*( ) ( ) ( ( ), ( , ))D u g u v u w      .                                    （4.3） 
By（4.2）and（4.3）, we have 
                                             ( ) 0D u  .                                                                               （4.4） 
Since D  is nonnegative onH ，i.e. 
           ( ) 0D u  .                                                                              （4.5） 
By（4.4）and（4.5）, we have  
           ( ) =0D u . 
( ) ：If ( ) =0D u ，by lemma 4.1, we have 
                                                    
*( ) ( ( ), ( , )) ( ) 0g u v u w D u       .                                       （4.6） 
Since  
                                                      0   .                                                                             （4.7） 
Hence，by (4.7)and C.2, we have 
                   
*( ) ( ( ), ( , )) 0g u v u w     .              （4.8） 
By （4.6）and （4.8）, we have 
                  
*( ) ( ( ), ( , )) 0g u v u w     .                 （4.9） 
By（4.7）and（4.9）, we have 
*( ( ), ( , )) 0g u v u w   . 
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By C.4, we have 
                             
*( ) ( , )g u v u w  .                            （4.10） 
If 
* *w w  , by（4.10）, we have 
*( ) ( , )g u v u w . 
By lemma 4.1, we have 
*, ( )u H w T u  is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  . 
Theorem 4.2 Suppose that the function satisfies .1 .5C C . , ( )u H w T u
  
  is the solution of 
( , , )GSMVIP T g  ,T is g  strongly monotone with module onH , 0  ， ,T g  are Lipschitz  continuous 
onH with respective module , 0L t  . Then for any u H ，there exists ( )uw T u  such that 
( ( ), ( ))uw w H T u T u
 
   
especially，while ( ( ), ( ))uw w H T u T u
 
  and *uw w , ( )D u  will give the global error bounds of 
( , , )GSMVIP T g  ，i.e. 
 ( ), ,
( )
L kt
u u D u u H

 
   
 








w w D u u H

 
   
 




By theorem 3.1，we have for any u H ，there exists ( )uw T u  such that  
( ( ), ( ))uw w H T u T u
 
  . 
And while ( ( ), ( ))uw w H T u T u
 
  ，we have 
      ( ) ( , )u
L kt




   ， u H  ， 0  ,      （4.11） 
        
( )
( ) ( , )u u
L L kt




   ， u H  ， 0  .                               （4.12）  
While 
*
uw w ，by（4.11）and（4.12）, we have 
     
* ( ) ( , )
L kt




   ， u H  ， 0  ,    （4.13） 
  
* *( ) ( ) ( , )u
L L kt




     ， u H  ， 0  .            （4.14） 
By lemma 4.1, we have 
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*( ) ( ) ( ( ), ( , ))D u g u v u w      .                             （4.15） 
By lemma 2.3, we have  
                
2
* * ( ( ), ( , )) ( ) ( , )g u v u w g u v u w      .                   （4.16） 
By（4.13）、（4.14）、（4.15）and（4.16）, we have 
 ( ), ,
( )
L kt
u u D u u H

 
   
 








w w D u u H

 
   
 




5. The algorithms of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  and convergence of algorethms 
5.1 Equivalence and Iterative Algorithms 
In order to solve the problem（1.1），we consider the following resolvent equations: 
LetR I J   , where I  is identity operator，
1( )J I  
    is resolvent equations. : ( )T H C H  is a 
nonliner operator, we consider the problem of finding ,z u H ， ( )w T u such that 
                                    
1 0w R z
  .                                               （5.1） 
Where 0   is a constant, we call (5.1) the generalized resolvent equations of the problem（1.1）. 
If T ：H  H  is a single-valued operator，then the problem (5.1)is equivalent to finding z H such that 
                           
1 0TJ z R z 
  ,                                                 （5.2） 
we call (5.2) the resolvent equations. The resolvent equations is introduced by Noor，see reference[35,36]. 
Theorem 5.1  If u H ， ( )w T u  is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  if and only if u H ， ( )w T u  satisfy the 
following condition: 
( ) ( ( ) )g u J g u w   , 
where 0   is a constant，
1( )J I  
   is resolvent operator. 
Proof : 
( ) : Suppose that u H ， ( )w T u  is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  ，we have 
, ( ) ( ) ( ( )) 0w v g u v g u        
for allv H . 
i.e. 
( ) ( ( ) ), ( ) ( ) ( ( )) 0g u g u w v g u v g u          , 
where 0   is a constant. 
Hence，by lemma 2.4, we have 
( ) ( ( ) )g u J g u w   . 
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( ) ：While u H ， ( )w T u ，we have 
( ) ( ( ) )g u J g u w   . 
By lemma 2.4, we have 
( ) ( ( ) ), ( ) ( ) ( ( )) 0g u g u w v g u v g u          , 
for all v H . 
i.e. 
, ( ) ( ) ( ( )) 0w v g u v g u        
for all v H .  
Hence，u H ， ( )w T u  is the solution of ( , , )GSMVIP T g  . 
Next we will give the iterative algorithms of the problem（5.1）. 
Algorithm 5.1 
From theorem 5.1, the problem （1.1）is equivalent to the fixed point problem of the type 
(1 ) { ( ) ( ( ) )}u u u g u J g u w        , 
Where 0 1   is a parameter. 
This fixed point formulation enables us to suggest the following algorithm:  
Let T ：H  ( )C H  be a multivalued operator, for given 0u H ，take 0 0( )w T u  such that  
1 0 0 0 0 0(1 ) { ( ) ( ( ) )}u u u g u J g u w        . 
Since 0 0( )w T u ，there exists 1 1( )w T u  such that 
0 1 0 1( ( ), ( ))w w H T u T u  , 
where (.,.)H  is Hausdorff metric on ( )C H . 
Let 
2 1 1 1 1 1(1 ) { ( ) ( ( ) )}u u u g u J g u w        . 
Continuing this way，we can obtain te sequence { }nu and { }nw  by the iterative algorithm 
1 1( ) : ( ( ), ( ))n n n n n nw T u w w H T u T u    ， 
1 (1 ) { ( ) ( ( ) )}n n n n n nu u u g u J g u w         ， 0,1,2,...n   
By theorem 5.1，we can establish the equivalence between the problem（1.1）and the problem（5.1）. 
Theorem 5.2  If u H ， ( )w T u is the solution of the problem（1.1）if and only if ,z u H ， ( )w T u is the solution 
of the generalized resolvent equations（5.1）, where 
                                     ( ) ( )g u J z                                                                      （5.3） 
                                      ( )z g u w  ,                                                                  （5.4） 
where 0   is a constant. 
Proof : 
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( ) ：If u H ， ( )w T u is the solution of the problem（1.1），by theorem 3.1，we have 
( ) ( ( ) )g u J g u w    .                                                       （5.5） 
By（5.5）and R I J   ，we have 
( ( ) ) ( )( ( ) )
                       ( ( ) ) ( ( ) )
                       ( ) ( ( ) )
                       ( ) ( )
                       .                    
R g u w I J g u w
I g u w J g u w
g u w J g u w










   
   
   
  
  (5.6)                                         
 
Let ( )z g u w  ，by（5.5）and （5.6）, we have 
( ) ( )g u J z , 
                                                                                    ( )R z w   .                                        （5.7） 
By（5.7）, we have 
1 0w R z
  . 
( ) ：If ,z u H ， ( )w T u  is the solution of the generalized resolvent equations（5.1），we have 
1 ( ) 0w R z
  .                                                                     （5.8） 
By （5.4）and（5.8）, we have 
( )
     ( )( )
     ( )














   
 
i.e. 
( ) ( ( ) ) ( )g u J g u w J z    . 
Hence，by theorem 5.1，u H ， ( )w T u is the solution of the problem（1.1）. 
Algorithm 5.2 
From theorem 5.2，we know that the problem （1.1）and the problem（5.1）is equivalent，hence, we can give the 
following iterative algorithm by the equivalence： 
The generalized resolvent equations（5.1）can be written as  
( )R z w   .                                                                   （5.9） 
Using ( ) ( )( )R z I J z    and（5.9）, we have  
( )z J z w   .                                                              （5.10） 
By（5.3）and（5.8）, we have 
( )z g u w  . 
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Hence，we can obtain the following iterative algorithm： 
For given 0 0 0 0, , ( )z u H w T u  ，compute the sequences { }nz ，{ }nw and { }nu by iterative schemes: 
( ) ( )n ng u J z                                                                                     （5.11） 
1 1( ) : ( ( ), ( ))n n n n n nw T u w w H T u T u                                （5.12） 
1 ( )n n nz g u w   ， 0,1,2,...n                                                  （5.13） 
Algorithm 5.3 
The generalized resolvent equations（5.1）can be written as 
10 ( )R z w
   , 
i.e. 
                              
1( ) (1 ) ( )R z R z w 
   .                         （5.14） 
By ( ) ( )( )R z I J z   and（5.14）, we have 
                      
1( ) (1 ) ( )z J z R z w 
    .                        （5.15） 
By（5.3）and（5.15）, we have 
1( ) (1 ) ( )z g u w R z
    . 
Hence, we can obtain another iterative algorithm: 
For given 0 0 0 0, , ( )z u H w T u  ，compute the sequences { }nz ，{ }nw and { }nu  by the iterative schemes: 
( ) ( )n ng u J z  
1 1( ) : ( ( ), ( ))n n n n n nw T u w w H T u T u     
     
1
1 ( ) (1 ) ( )n n n nz g u w R z

     ， 0,1,2,...n   
5.2 Convergence Analysis of Iterative Algorithm 
Next we will study those conditions under which the approximate solution obtained from Algorithm 5.2 converges to the 
exact solution of the generalized resolvent equations (5.1). In a similar way , one can study the convergence analysis of 
Algorithm 5.1 and 5.3.  
Theorem 5.3 let the operator : ( )T H C H be  strongly monotone，H Lipschitz   continuous. 
:g H H  is strongly monotone with module   and Lipschitz   continuous， J  is nonexpansive mapping ，
and 
                            
2 2                                                       （5.16） 
                            
2 2 1                                                   （5.17） 
                       
2 2 2 1                                                （5.18） 
                   
2 2 22 1 2 1 2 1                    （5.19） 
where , , , , 0       are constants. 
Then there exists z H , which satisfies（5.1）and（5.4）and the sequences{ }nz  generated by Algorithm 5.2 
converges to z  strongly in H . 
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Proof : 
 Let { }nz  be sequence generated by Algorithm 5.2, ( )z g u w   satisfies the generalized resolvent equations（5.1）
and （5.4）, we have 
1                           ( ) ( ) ( )
                                      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
                                      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )       
n n n
n n n n
n n n n
z z g u g u w w
g u g u u u u u w w




     
       
        (5.20)                          
 
2 2 22
2 2 22 2
22 2
( ) ( ) 2 ,
                                   2
                                   (1 2 )                                             
n n n n n n
n n n
n
u u w w u u w w u u w w





           
     





( ) ( ) ( ) 2 , ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
                                       2
                                       (1 2 )                               
n n n n n n
n n n
n
g u g u u u u u u u g u g u g u g u




           
     
    (5.22)                    
 




                ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
                           ( 1 2 1 2 )  .                                                    
n n n n n
n
z z g u g u u u u u w w
u u

    
         
      
 
By（5.3）、（5.11）and（5.22）, we have 
2
               ( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )
                           ( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )
                           1 2
                           ,         




u u u u g u g u J z J z
u u g u g u J z J z
u u z z




      
     
     
    (5.24)                                                         
 
where 
21 2x     . 
By（5.24）, we have 
                             
1
1




.                                                                                （5.25）  




                  ( 1 2 1 2 )
1 2 1 2
                                
1








    
    

        
    
 

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2 2 21 2 1 2
1 x
    





By（5.16）、（5.17）、（5.18）and（5.19）, we have 
0 1  . 






                                    
                                                  
                                                  


















                ...
                                                  










1z z   . 
Let n，by（5.27），we have 1nz z  . 
Theorem 5.4 Let the operator : ( )T H C H be g  strongly monotone andH Lipschitz  continuous. g is 
1L Lipschitz continuous ，
1g  exists and is 2L Lipschitz continuous， J  is nonexpansive mapping，and 
                                     
2 2 2
1 2 0L       ,                                                   （5.28） 
                                                     2 1L   ,                                                     （5.29） 
where 1 2, , , , 0L L      are constants. 
Then , ,n n nz z w w u u    strongly in H  ，where nz ， nw ， nu  are the approximate solutions from Algorithm 5.2，
and , , ( )z u H w T u  is the exact solution of the generalized resolvent equations（5.1）. 
Proof : 









      ( ) ( ) ( )
                       ( ) ( ) 2 , ( ) ( )
                          
                       2 { ( ( ),
n n n n n n
n n n n n n
n n
n n n n n
z z g u g u w w
g u g u w w g u g u
w w









    
      
 
     21
2 2 22 2 2






                       2
                       ( 2 )
                       ,                                                  
n














     
   




1 2L      . 
By（5.11）, we have 
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1( ( ))n nu g J z
 .                                                          （5.31） 







                                 ( ( )) ( ( ))
                                                  ( ) ( )
                                                  
n n n n
n n
n n
u u g J z g J z










  (5.32).                                                  
 








                                   
                                                    ( ( )) ( ( ))
                                                    ( ) (
n n n n
n n
n
z z u u
g J z g J z



















                                                     

















2L  . 
By（5.33）, we have 
                                                1 1  n n n nz z z z    .                                                 （5.34） 
By（5.28）and（5.29）, we have 
 
                                                                  1  .                                                                  （5.35） 
By（5.34）and（5.35），{ }nz  is a Cauchy sequence in H ，hence，there exists z H , nz z H  , as n . 
By（5.12）and T is H Lipschitz  continuous，we have 
               1 1 1( ( ), ( ))n n n n n nw w H T u T u u u      .                                         （5.36） 
By（5.32）, we have 
                                          1 2 1n n n nu u L z z     .                                                   （5.37） 
Hence，by（5.37）and { }nz  is a Cauchy sequence in H ，we have { }nu  is also a Cauchy sequence inH . Hence，
there exists u H , nu u H   as n . 
By（5.36）and（5.37），we have 
          1 1 1 2 1( ( ), ( ))n n n n n n n nw w H T u T u u u L z z          .             （5.38） 
Hence，by（5.38）and { }nz  is a Cauchy sequence in H ，we have that { }nw is a Cauchy inH ，hence，there exists 
w H , nw w  as n . 
Since , ,T g J  are continuous and theorem 5.1 and 5.2，by（5.11）and（5.13），as n , we have 
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( ) ( )g u J z , 
( ) ( )z g u w J z w     . 
Next we will prove ( )w T u . In fact 
( , ( )) ( , ) ( , ( ))
                 ( ( ), ( ))




d w T u d w w d w T u
w w H T u T u
w w u u
 
  
   
 
where ( , ( )) inf{ , ( )}d w T u w v v T u   . 
Since { }nw ， { }nu  are Cauchy sequences in H ， hence, ( , ( )) 0d w T u   as n . Since ( ) ( )T u C H ， so 
( )w T u ，using theorem 5.2，we see that , , ( )z u H w T u   is the solution of the generalized resolvent equations
（5.1）. 
From theorem 5.2, we see that the generalized resolvent equations（5.1）and the problem（1.1 are equivalent，
hence the sequences { }nu and{ }nw  generated by Algorithm 5.2 converge to the exact solution of the problem（1.1）. 
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